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Abstract – Many companies understand the value of the Internet of Things (IoT) and invest
considerable time, money, and effort to realize its potential. However, every new technology faces a
million challenges in its initial phases. IoT also poses some grave issues that need to be tackled well in
order to utilize its fullest potential. One of these problems is the microprocessor power consumption. It
is a major factor that limits the performance of the processor and leads to decrease the microprocessor
reliability, life expectancy. There are a lot of techniques that reduce the total power consumed by a
microprocessor system. In this paper, we use a clock-gating and Architectural alternatives-based power
optimization techniques to reduce the power consumption of storm core processor. It is a 32-bit RISC
processor which is compatible to ARM's 32-bit instruction set. All experiments are done on Xilinx
Spartan 3E. The total power, dynamic and static powers are calculated by Xpower analyzer. The
proposed design reduces the power consumption approximately up to 20%. Copyright © 2016 Penerbit
Akademia Baru - All rights reserved.
Keywords: Dynamic power consumption, Internet of things; Microprocessor dynamic power; Clock gating;
Architectural alternatives-based power optimization

1.0 INTRODUCTION
The Internet of Things (IoT) is a system of interrelated computing devices, its links smart
objects to the Internet. Everything in this system has the ability to transfer data over a network
without requiring human interaction [1]. Researchers estimate that IoT will consist of 50 billion
devices connected to the Internet by 2020 [2]. IoT can help us in transportation, inventory
management, promotions, vending technology and many other fields [3,4]. IoT components
include sensors, power management devices, amplifiers, signal acquisition devices,
microcontrollers, processors, battery monitoring ICs, low power RF ICs and more. Sensors are
used for temperature, motion, humidity, acceleration, tilt, pressure, shock, gas, pH, sound and
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infrared applications [4,5]. Companies such as Intel, Microchip, Atmel, and ARM are working
on such process technologies so that the processors are tailored to meet IoT specifications [69].
Nowadays microprocessors are fabricated using CMOS technology [10]. The power
consumption is increased with new VLSI technology as the number of transistors are
dramatically increased. Table 1 lists some examples of Intel microprocessors used in IoT
applications with their different technologies and the corresponding power consumption.
Hence, microprocessors consume a lot of power which is converted to heat energy that affect
the microprocessor stability and performance. The microprocessor designers tried to solve this
problem by using cooling systems, which have a very high cost that is sometimes nearly equal
to the computers [11]. Therefore, microprocessor designers try always to reach a
microprocessor with a low power consumption, high speed and small fabrication area [12].
Table 1: Performance and power of Intel Microprocessor [13-16]
Technology Product

Frequency

0.8 µm
0.8 µm
0.6 µm
0.6 µm
180 nm
180 nm
65 nm
32 nm
32 nm
32 nm
45 nm

66 MHz
66 MHz
100 MHz
150 MHz
1.0 GHz
2.0 GHz
2.66 GHz
3.06 GHz
3.33 GHz
3.2 GHz
2.66 GHz

Power
(watts)
4.9
13
10.1
29.2
29
75.3
95
73
87
130
130

1.6 GHz

4

1.87 GHz

10

45 nm
32 nm

I486
Pentium
Pentium
Pentium Pro
Pentium III
Pentium 4
Core 2 Quad Q6700
core i3-530
Core i5-661
Core i7-970
Xeon E7460 (Used for
IoT applications)
Atom 230 (Ultra low
voltage processor Used
for IoT applications)
Atom D2500 (Ultra low
voltage processor Used
for IoT applications)

The total power consumption of the microprocessor is divided into dynamic power, leakage
power and short circuit power. The dynamic power is the major part of the total power
dissipation of the microprocessor [12]. Dynamic power dissipation in one node is given as:
p = αc v2f

(1)

Where α is the switching activity, f is the clock pulse frequency, C is the load capacitance and V
is the supply voltage [19].

In the short circuit power, the short current Ishort momentarily flows between the supply voltage
and the ground during switching of CMOS gates. The power is based on estimating the duration
of the short current flow, and the amount of the short current Ishort [20]. The leakage power is
the power consumed when the devices are active but the signals do not change their values. In
CMOS technology, static power consumption is due to leakage [13,21]. Table 2 tabulates a
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comparison between 45 nm and 15 nm floating point unit (FPU). It shows that the static power
depends on the technology generation [22].
Table 2: Comparison between 45 nm and 15 nm FPU [22]

Total dynamic power(mw)
Cell leakage power (mw)
Total power (mw)

45 nm
T=5ns
1.8230
0.2250
2.0480

15 nm
T = 5ns
0.5206
0.1134
0.6340

The dynamic power donates by 60% - 90 % of the total power dissipation [23, 24]. Clock gating
technique is the one of the prime techniques used to reduce the dynamic power. This technique
is based on switching off the clock by adding more gates in the clock tree [23, 24]. Accordingly,
the switching capacitances of the clock network is reduced and hence the power consumption
[25].
A lot of research papers are focusing on dynamic power consumption. In [12] Vasanth and
Michael presented survey on the power reduction techniques. These techniques are applied at
various levels ranging from circuits to architectures and architectures to system software. There
are many techniques in architectural level such as gate level optimization techniques and clock
gating techniques. In [26] Himanshu, et al discussed advantages and disadvantages of four
basic clock gating techniques using AND gate, Latch, flip flop and MUX. Soni, et al in [27]
used the four clock gating techniques on Arithmetic logical unit. They implemented their
design on Spartan 3 (90nm) FPGA platform and the power was reduced by 30% to 43%. In
[25] Mahendra, et al used the various clock gating techniques on D-flip flop and on 16 bits
register. They implemented their design on Virtex-6 (40nm) FPGA platform and he reduced
the power consumption by 14% to 15%. In [28] Roopa and S.Y.Kulkarni implemented two
clock gating techniques (MUX and AND gate) to 16 bits Arithmetic logical unit on Spartan 6
(45nm) FPGA platform and he reduced the power by 5% to 10%. In [23] Dr. Neelam and
Akash presented a simple method to reduce dynamic power consumption of 4 bits synchronous
counter by 11% using clock gating technique and implement their design on Virtex-7 (28nm)
FPGA platform.
This paper is organized as follows: the selected core processor and the methodology of this
work are described in section 2.0, the experimental results are presented in section 3.0. And
the final conclusions and future works are presented in section 4.0.
2.0 PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The purpose of this paper is to reduce the microprocessor dynamic power consumption for IoT
applications by using two different techniques, architectural alternatives-based power
optimization and clock gating technique. In the first technique, we aim to optimize the
hardware of the storm core processor to reduce the dynamic power consumption. And the
second technique, the Clock gating technique which, prevents the clock input to the functional
modules which are idle. This implies turn off the clock if not needed. We use FPGA technology
because it offers flexibility and rapid prototyping capabilities. Accordingly, FPGA technology
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provides the ability to prove idea or concept and verify it in hardware without going through
the long fabrication process of custom ASIC design. This paper focuses on storm
microprocessor which is designed by Stephan Nolting [29]. It is a 32-bit RISC open source
soft-core processor which is compatible to ARM's 32-bit instruction set family (ARMv2). The
architecture of the storm microprocessor is shown in Fig.

Figure 1: Storm microprocessor Architecture [29]
The detailed architecture of “core” module in storm processor is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: The internal structure of the “core” module
Storm microprocessor has 8 stages pipelined instruction execution. The first stage is an
Instruction access (IA). In this stage a new instruction cycle starts with the output of the new
value for the program counter which comes from a machine control system module. The new
value is the old value + 4, since all instructions are 32 bits wide and have to be aligned. The
second stage is an Instruction fetch (IF). In this stage the instruction cache (I-cache) accepts
the instruction request and delivers the requested data. The third stage is Instruction decoder
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(ID) which decodes the applied opcode into internal control signals. The next stage is Operand
fetch (OF) which loads the decoded control information into the needed registers from the
register file module. Also operand fetch unit fetch operand in this cycle. In the next stage
Multiplication / Shift (MS) a multiplication or a shift of the operands can be applied. The
following stage is the Execution stage (EX) where the arithmetical and logical operations take
place in the ALU module. The next stage is a Memory access (MA) which can update the
machine status registers and the program counter. The last stage is Data write back (WB) stage
[29].
The storm microprocessor is equipped with two cache units: a data cache and an instruction
cache. Both caches are full associative and can store data from/to any MEM/IO location. The
number of cache pages as well as the page size and its coherency strategies can be configured
for each cache independently. Together with a bus unit, which connects the cache memories
via a 32-bit pipelined Wishbone interface to the rest of the system, these four blocks (core, icache, d-cache, bus unit) form the STORM_TOP unit [29].
There are some differences between stormcore processor and ARM processor such as No
multiply-long and multiply-accumulate-long instructions are implemented in storm core and
there are no restrictions for the use of any register as operand/destination for all instructions
[29].
The ARM is very prevalent in low power embedded applications such as Ipods, Palm Pilots,
Moreover ARM technology meet the needs to secure interconnectivity of IoT, it provides the
quickest and most efficient path to deploying connected platforms and associated services [8].
It is designed for low power consumption, So the ARM technology used in IoT applications
such as smart parking, congestion control, smart roads and smart medication [8, 30].
The power consumption of the core module is simulated using XPower analyzer from Xilinx.
The simulation results show that the dynamic power consumes around 64% of the total power.
The ALU module consumes 43% of the total dynamic power, Multishifter consumes 17% and
machine control system consumes 37% of the total dynamic power of the core when a simple
application run on the stormcore microprocessor.
3.0 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The dynamic power of the core unit of the storm processor is reduced by two different
techniques. These techniques are architectural alternatives – based power optimization
technique and clock gating technique. Both techniques are verified by applying VCD file on
the XPower analyzer on 90-nm Spartan 3E from Xilinx. All experiments are done with 50 MHz
clock frequency. The core module is subjected to different benchmarks which are used to test
dynamic power consumption. All these benchmarks are C program. First benchmark adds two
32-bit random numbers, while the second one contains different switch case statements. The
third benchmark is a Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter applied on 32-bit random data. The
fourth benchmark, which applied on four 32-bit random data patterns, adds, subtracts, divides
and multiplies different 32-bit numbers. The fifth benchmark is Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
which commonly used in IoT applications [31]. The last benchmark used to calculate Cyclic
Redundancy Check (CRC) which is a part of the digital ZigBee transmitter and has a potential
in IoT [32].
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3.1 Architectural Alternatives – Based Power Optimization
This technique focuses on the addition process on the ALU module to examine this technique.
The adder module is based on a behavioral method. There are different techniques used for
implementing adder circuit such as ripple adder, carry look ahead adder (CLA), Carry Bypass
Adder (CBA), Carry Skip Adder (CSKA) and Carry Save Adder (CSA). The power
consumption for all these techniques are varied from 0.2 to 1.1 mW as shown in Fig. 3 [33].

Figure 3: Power consumption by different adder circuits (in mW) [33]
We choose ripple adder and carry look ahead adder because they consume the least power [33].
Table 3 shows the power consumption of the ALU with default adder, ripple adder and CLA
module for all benchmarks above.
Table 3: Comparison among the Dynamic power consumption of default adder technique,
ripple and, CLA adders
Bench mark
Add two input number
(CRC)
Switch case
Add , subtract , division , Multiplication
FIR
FFT

Default ALU
144 mw
144 mw
158mw
157mw
149 mw
148 mw

ALU with ripple adder
140mw
140 mw
154 mw
151 mw
144 mw
144 mw

ALU with CLA
151 mw
151 mw
159 mw
160 mw
154 mw
153 mw

As we expected the optimization in hardware not affect significantly on dynamic power, so
when we use ripple adder we achieve 3.8% dynamic power reduction and the dynamic power
increase by 3.9% when we use the carry look ahead adder.
3.2 Clock Gating Technique
To use clock gating technique, we have to disable the clock applied to a certain module in the storm
core when this module is not active. The storm core has 9 modules as mentioned before. The ALU
and multi-shifter modules are active most of the time and they involved in most of the operations
in the processor because of the ALU holds the primary data operation unit. Furthermore, it handles
the data access to/from the machine control registers and to/from the system coprocessor. The
multi-shifter module contains two parts, multiply unit and barrel shifting unit. The multiply unit
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calculates a 32x32 bits operation and outputs the lower 32 bits of the result to the ALU. The barrel
shifting unit performs the barrel-shifting of the data in ALU data path. The shift value can either
be an immediate value directly from the opcode or a register value. Machine control system module
holds the machine control circuits, which include the program counter, the current and saved
machine status register as well as the interrupt handler, the branch system and the context change
system. Also the internal system control coprocessor is located here. The storm core processor has
six different operation modes as tabulated in Table 4. After reset, the processor starts operation
always in System mode. To change the mode, the corresponding mode code has to be written to
the lowest 5 bits of the Current Machine Status Register CMSR (CPSR in ARM).

Table 4: Operations modes of the storm core microprocessor [29]
Mode
User, USR
System, SYS
Undefined Instruction, UND
Supervisor, SVP
(Instruction) Abort, ABT (IAB)
(DATA) Abort, ABT(DAB)
Reserved
Interrupt Request, IRQ
Fast Interrupt Request, FIQ

Mode code
“10000”
“11111”
“11011”
“10011”
“10111”
“10111”
-“10010”
“10001”

Machine Control System module contains subsection process for each mode. We applied the
clock gating technique on the machine control module. By using the control signal coming
from the instruction decoder combined with the system clock through AND gate and feeding
the output signal to the interrupt mode subsection as shown in Figure 4, the combined signal is
called the gated clock signal.

Figure 4: Gated clock and system clock
We disabled the clock which feed the interrupt mode subsection by control signal which comes
from instruction decoder and indicates that, when this signal is zero the interrupt mode is not
active (most of the time) and when the control signal is one the interrupt mode is active. So,
when the control signals equal zero the gated clock equal zero and when the control signals
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equal one the clock feeds the interrupt mode subsection. As a result, the dynamic power
consumption is reduced by up to 27% as tabulated in Table 5.
The design summary displays the maximum frequency, Net skew, maximum delay and fan out
of the design before modification and after modification as tabulated in Table 6.
4.0 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposed two methods Architectural alternatives-based power optimization
technique and clock-gating technique to reduce dynamic power of microprocessor for IoT
applications which needs low power consumption. The synthesis and (place & route) processes
are performed by Xilinx ISE 14.5 and performed on 90 nm Spartan 3E FPGA (XC3S500E)
device.
Table 5: Comparison between storm core Dynamic power consumption before modification
and with clock gating technique.
Default design
Benchmark

With gated clock
Dynamic
power
reduction
percentage

Dynamic
Power

Utilization

Dynamic
Power

Utilization

144 mw

23%

114 mw

22%

21%

144 mw

24%

114 mw

23%

21%

158 mw

23%

118 mw

22%

25%

Add, subtract,
division,
Multiplication

157 mw

23%

116 mw

22%

26%

FIR
FFT

149 mw
148 mw

24%
24%

109 mw
108 mw

23%
23%

27%
27%

Add two
input
number
CRC
Switch
case

The Power calculation is performed by Xpower analyzer and simulation is performed by
ModelSim SE 6.5. The results show that the Architectural alternatives-based power
optimization reduces the dynamic power up to 3.8 % and clock gating technique significantly
reduces the dynamic power consumption up to 27 %. In addition, it decreases both the fan out
of the design by 11% and the maximum frequency by 14%. The future scope is to use ASIC
technology to obtain real power consumption values.
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Table 6: Design summary
Net skew

Default core

After modification

85ps

System clock: 85 ps
Gated clock: 51 ps

Fan out

1726

1537

Max. delay

201 ps

System clock: 201 ps
Gated clock: 171 ps

Max. frequency

62.884MHz

53.490 MHz
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